
The 
Beginners 
Guide to openHAB

Welcome to one of the most versatile platforms in open source 
home automation. Being new you may find some things 
difficult or abstracted, and this can be frustrating. I’ve made 
this guide with the hopes of saving you and others from some 
of these hurdles. Be fair warned, you are about to enter into 
the highly addictive, and fun world of smart home automation.  
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01 - The basics:

Like most open platforms, there’s not really a one stop spot for all 
encompassing help. you will typically reference multiple locations for 
complete knowledge and understanding, openHAB is no different. Like 
other pieces of software, openHAB comes with the usual faces and 
places to get going quickly. Of all the information out there, the 
following two are your biggest sources of info:

• community.openhab.org - An interactive forum to get answers and 
help others who will come after you. Community is what’s allowed 
the project to get to the heights it’s achieved.

• https://github.com/openhab/openhab/wiki - A collection of what’s 
what, for all the components that make up the openHAB ecosystem. 
This is your first stop when looking to add features, expand your 
capabilities, or dig deeper into how something works. 

02 - Getting Started:

It’s time to get your feet wet. Think of this as the “Hello World” of 
openHAB. The project comes with a demo setup you can use to 
familiarize yourself with the platform and it’s inner-workings. How this 
demo works, is usually where some folks get tripped up. Kicking the 
tires, instantly  shifts to setting your own deployment up and 
interacting with your own world. Follow along to setup a simple, 
working configuration geared towards your “stuff”. 

Step 1: Go download the needed software components. 

What’s needed is pretty minimal to get up and running. openHAB can 
come in a few different varieties, but all pretty much work the same 
way. Download the zip bundle to your intended location for running it. 
Make sure you cover your requirements. This mainly consists of Java 
7 or better, and a few other tools listed under “Getting Started”, on the 
openHAB site. 

http://community.openhab.org
https://github.com/openhab/openhab/wiki
http://www.openhab.org/getting-started/index.html


Once downloaded and unzipped, let’s drum up a few configuration 
files that are needed. Inside your /configurations folder within the 
newly downloaded files, is a handful of folders and files. This is where 
you will spend most of your time.

Linux:

 

Windows:

This tree contains the following directories where you’ll place text file 
configurations:

openhab_default.cfg - Copy this file and name it openhab.cfg. It 
contains all the configurations and parameters to openHAB.

Items - where you define the “things” we want to control or interact 
with.
ex: mythings.items



Sitemap(s) - the “layout” of your things. Think of this as a way to 
group and display your things.
ex: myhouse.sitemap

Rules - How to add brains and “logic” to your things. This is where 
you chain stuff together like turning the lights on once the sun has set 
for the night.
ex: sunset_lights.rules

Transform - This is where you’ll place mapper files that will change 
the names of things to mean more. A good example is making your 
water leak sensor state: “Leak” or “No Leak” versus “On or “Off”.
ex: leak.map

Scripts - This is where you’ll place your custom scripts and purpose 
built functions to make things happen and talk that are outside of your 
bindings and rules. Using Python code to interact with an item is one 
example. 
ex: jsr223_demo.py

Persistence - Responsible for logging and tracking states within the 
platform. How many times your garage door opened and closed this 
month for example. Can be displayed in a chart.
ex: mongoldb.persist

logback.xml - This file (and the logs it creates) is your best friend! 
Here we define logging for various components and bindings. It is 
advisable to add your new binding or service here when setting upas it 
will be a great aid in troubleshooting. 
Below is an example of what an entry in the file looks like:

<appender name="INSTEONPLMFILE" 
class="ch.qos.logback.core.rolling.RollingFileAppender">
    <file>logs/insteonplm.log</file>
    <rollingPolicy 
class="ch.qos.logback.core.rolling.TimeBasedRollingPolicy">



            <fileNamePattern>logs/insteonplm-%d{yyyy-ww}.log.zip</
fileNamePattern>
    <maxHistory>30</maxHistory>
    </rollingPolicy>
    <encoder>
            <pattern>%d{yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss} %-5level %logger{30}[:
%line]- %msg%n%ex{5}</pattern>
    </encoder>
</appender>
<!-- Change DEBUG->TRACE for even more detailed logging -->
<logger name="org.openhab.binding.insteonplm" level="DEBUG" 
additivity="false">
<appender-ref ref="INSTEONPLMFILE" />
</logger>

Within the entry, you define where you’ll log to, what you’ll log, and 
how long you’ll save it for. 

One level up from the directories we just worked within is the 
“openhab/addons” folder. This houses all the bindings, which are 
plugins that allow openHAB to talk to other products and things. When 
starting out, I’d recommend only adding one or two additional bindings 
until you’re versed in working with the platform. This will make 
troubleshooting immensely easier when things don’t work as 
expected. 

The “Getting Started” information on openhab.org contains all the 
specific’s about what’s exactly needed. This guide serves as a 
supplementary aid to fill in the gaps. A quick way to get rolling is to use 
the demo files and bindings. When you’re ready, you can make copies 
of the files and delete the un-needed stuff and define your own things. 
Once you have downloaded all needed software and created the 
needed text files, it’s time to start things up!

Step 2: Starting openHAB.

http://www.openhab.org/getting-started/index.html
http://openhab.org


Look in the root of your openHAB directory. You’ll see “start.bat” for 
windows, and “start.sh” for *nix. Run the script that relates to your 
platform of choice. Note that the start_debug.bat and .sh versions will 
run openHAB in debug mode. This is helpful in troubleshooting or 
trying to understand what is going on behind the scenes. 

After giving the software some time to come up, you can open a 
browser to the webUI thats spawned by the various config’s you’ve 
defined. 

http://<openHAB address or hostname>:8080/openhab.app?
sitemap=yoursitemapname

This UI is made up of the things defined in your .items file in 
conjunction with the corresponding entries in your .sitemap file. This 
brings up a very important and often troublesome point. 

You need to ensure you are defining your “things” correctly in 
your .items file. This includes naming, labels, device id’s, etc. An 
example would be defining a light switch used in an Insteon 
Automation system. The entry in the .item file would look like this:

Dimmer kitchen_switch "Kitchen Light”   <bulb> 
(All,gDashboard,Light,Kitchen)  
{ insteonplm="XX.XX.XX:F00.00.01#dimmer" }



Note that this is all on the same line within the .items file. Also pay 
close attention to the format. 

[item type]   [item name]   [item label]  [icon]  [group]  [device id 
or specific code]   

Note each element and how it’s defined. Some gotcha’s include:
• quotes around the label
• specifying an <icon>
• using (groups) or not. you don't have to right away to make it easier 

to understand.
• The binding specific code or parameters. this varies from binding to 

binding.
• Charsets can bite you. A quote isn't always a quote

For each thing you define in your .items file, you’ll usually want to 
define it within your .sitemaps file. This is what allows it to be 
displayed on the webpage UI you just visited once you started 
openHAB. The sitemap is defined in a very specific format just like the 
items file. Here is an example of how to define that light switch from 
earlier, in the sitemap file:

Switch item=kitchen_switch label=“Kitchen Light" icon="bulb" 

Breaking this down we see the following:

[item type]  [item=name] [label=labelname]  [icon=iconname]

Again, care needs to be followed as quotes and naming matters. while 
starting out, many of the issues and troubleshooting will surround 
these kinds of things. A missed quote or improperly typed item name 
will cause mischief. Pay attention to the “Frame {}” tags as well. 
Looking over the demo files will help you understand how things are 
laid out and fit together. 


